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1 pc. 1 pc. 1 pc.

16 pcs.

20 pcs. 20 pcs. 1 pc.

Precision
Bed Room

Assembly Instructionsemail:     info@riverside-furniture.com

 Ø 5
16-18 × 1-1/2" Long

Allen-Head Bolt

Ø5/16" x 19 x
2mm Flat
Washer

Ø5/16" x 12 x
3mm Spring
Washer

4mm Allen
Wrench

21879
LOW PIER NIGHTSTAND1 pc.

1 pc.

1 pc.

Mending Plate Ø 5
16-18 × 1" Long

Allen-Head Bolt

2 pcs. 2 pc. 1 pc.

Anti-tipping
Restraint Kit

Be sure to check all packing material carefully for small parts, which may have come loose inside the
carton during shipment.  To prevent possible scratches or damage, this furniture should be assembled
on a soft surface such as a blanket or carpet.

4 pcs.

 Ø 5
16-18 × 2" Long

Allen-Head Bolt
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Detail 2: Assemble the Left (B) and Right Side
Panels (C) to the Top (A) and Bottom Frame (D)
using the 1-1/2" Long Bolts (H), Spring Washers
(K) and Flat Washers (L). Adjust fit of all parts
and tighten Bolts with the Allen Key (M).
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Detail 3: Set the assembled Top
and Sides upright. Assemble the
Back Panel (E) to the back side
using the 1-1/2" Long Bolts (H),
Spring Washers (K) and Flat
Washers (L). Adjust fit of all
parts if necessary and tighten
Bolts with the Allen Key (M).
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Detail 1: Remove the drawer from the Top (A)
and lay it aside. To remove the drawer, pull the
drawer fully open so the black latch is visible in
the inside channel of the guides. Release the
latches by simultaneously pushing one lever up
and the other down. At the same time, pulling
the drawer forward until the slides release.

Position the Top on its back, as shown.
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Detail 4: Assemble the Shelf (F)
using the 2" Long Bolts (I),
Spring Washers (K) and Flat
Washers (L). Adjust fit of all
parts if necessary and tighten
Bolts with the Allen Key (M).

Note: The levelers located
underneath the corners of
the Pier can be adjusted if
necessary to compensate
for uneven flooring.

Detail 5: The wiring from the LED
Light strips mounted underneath
the Drawer and underneath the
Bottom Shelf must be ran through
the holes through the back panel and
connected to the LED Power Supply.
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Step 6: Reinstall the drawer by aligning the channels on the
drawer with the ball bearings in the channels of the
cabinet members and gently pushing the drawer closed.

For product and personal safety, a Furniture
Tipping Restraint kit has been included
with the nightstand pier which can help to
minimize the risk of the unit accidentally
tipping forward, if used and properly
installed per the manufacturer's instructions.




